
1.   Flatbed options 
•  Easy Access Flatbeds are designed with user productivity 

in mind. Flatbeds help capture document set exceptions 
quickly without changes to settings.

 •  When scanning passports or passbooks the Kodak 
Passport Flatbed Accessory the scanner detects the 
document when fully placed on the platen and completes 
a scan in approximately 2 seconds.

     Fujitsu does not offer a Passport Flatbed Accessory but 
rather a scanning sleeve which the requires the user 
to insert a passport for scanning. This option is time 
consuming and if not done properly can lead to jams or 
worse, damage to the passport itself. 

2.   OCR performance 
•  The S2080w scanner also leverages Perfect Page 

technology to automatically optimize image quality, so 
technology workers don’t have to waste time cleaning 
up images after scanning is complete. In BLI’s testing, 
the Kodak S2000 Series exhibited OCR accuracy rates 
beating the average of competitive devices by 10 percent. 
Customers rely on data and providing a crisper image 
will result in more accurate data.

3.  Superior paper handling 
 •  To prevent jams and misfeeds the S2080w scanner 

provides Intelligent Document Protection along with 
Active Feed Technology, which automatically aligns the 
leading edge of each page. A feature not available on 
the fi-7280 scanner which means the operator needs 
to spend more time preparing documents and aligning 
the edges prior to feeding. If this is not done the fi-7280 
scanner runs the risk of jamming more frequently.

 •  The S2080w scanner also has a Controlled Output 
Stacking feature that corrals and neatly stacks ejected 
pages, so scan operators don’t have to spend a lot of 
time trying to reorganize a batch of originals.

 •  With an average daily duty cycle of 8,000 scans the 
S2080w scanner has a daily duty cycle 2,000 pages 
greater than the fi-7280 scanner.

Top Reasons to Buy from Kodak Alaris
Independent testing by Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI) demonstrates multiple performance advantages for the S2080w scanner 
when tested against the fi-7280 scanner.
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Type of Page(s) Scanned 200 DPI File Size (KB) 300 DPI File Size (KB)

Single-Page Black 31 29 41 41

Single-Page Grayscale 148 216 279 402

Single-Page Color 158 246 263 444

Single-Page Auto Color 30 222 31 422

Multi-Page Black 716 690 1,023 1,012

Multi-Page Color 3,175 5,583 5,573 11,562

Multi-Page Auto Color 3,107 5,203 5,590 10,542

Simple information capture to streamline your processes.
Thorough independent testing by BLI reveals that the Kodak S2080w Scanner beats the Fujitsu Document Scanner fi-7280 in many 
critical categories, including cost per scan, speed, and OCR accuracy. Do more, and do it more cost-effectively, with scanners from 
Kodak Alaris.

5.  A more informative user interface 
 •  The S2080w scanner offers a 3.5-inch color touch screen 

user interface which provides users more information 
and makes it easier to operate.

 •  The fi-7280 scanner has a smaller monochrome multi-
line display screen along with buttons but is more 
difficult to use in low light. A blinking LED light is used to 
indicate errors.

4.  Better speed with better image quality 
 •  Smaller scan file sizes will reduce wait times for processing images into a searchable format or sending email attachments.

  •  The results of testing the Kodak S2080w Scanner performed by Buyers Lab Inc. (BLI), indicate the S2080w has smaller file sizes 
when scanning Grayscale and Color.

  •  When using the S2080w scanner, a single page scanned using the Auto Color Mode at 300 dpi is more than 13 times smaller 
compared to the Fujitsi Document Scanner fi-7280. Multi-Page Color is more than 50% smaller on the S2080w scanner when 
compared with the fi-7280 scanner.

6.  Superior connectivity provides superior performance 
 •  Because the S2080w scanner can be connected to the 

network thru a cable or wirelessly, you can allow more 
workers to access the device than the fi-7280 scanner, 
which must be connected to a computer via USB. This 
provides you with the flexibility to install it anywhere 
in the enterprise, or reconfigure locations as your 
needs evolve without being dependent on a rigid wired 
infrastructure.

 •  You can even scan wirelessly to a mobile device.  
With the onboard Perfect Page image processing 
technology, you get great images even when there is  
no host PC to do the image processing, as is required 
with the fi-7280 scanner.
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